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customs definition 1 the place at a port airport or border where travellers bags are looked at to find out if any learn more customs
definition duty on imports or exports see examples of customs used in a sentence definition of customs noun in oxford advanced learner s
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more customs meaning definition what is customs
the place where your bags are checked fo learn more the meaning of custom is a usage or practice common to many or to a particular place or
class or habitual with an individual how to use custom in a sentence synonym discussion of custom 1 duty on imports or exports 2 the
government department responsible for the collection of these duties 3 the part of a port airport frontier station etc where baggage and
freight are examined for dutiable goods and contraband 4 the procedure for examining baggage and freight paying duty etc 5 of a product
feature etc specially designed for a particular person or purpose the tool allows researchers to easily create custom software for
analyzing data and presenting the results visually you can create and edit icons in standard and custom sizes see also adj before a noun
made specially for individual customers custom shoes dealing in things so made or doing work to order a custom tailor the purpose of the
council s glossary is to set down in a single document definitions of certain customs terms in order to establish a common customs
terminology intended not only to facilitate the work of the council but also to assist members and non members international organizations
and trade circles to develop a uniform approach to the countable uncountable an accepted way of behaving or of doing things in a society or
a community it s a local custom an ancient custom a burial marriage custom a tribal custom she grew up with chinese customs and traditions
according to custom according to custom one son inherited all the family property a custom is an activity a way of behaving or an event
which is usual or traditional in a particular society or in particular circumstances the custom of lighting the olympic flame goes back
centuries synonyms tradition practice convention ritual more synonyms of custom 2 singular noun agency the right given by an individual
body or firm to another person or company to act on its behalf agency appointments are normally given for a stated period of time or
indefinitely by means of a written contract or letter of intent a terms glossary of international customs terms authorized economic
operator aeo opérateur economique agréé oea aeo is a party involved in the international movement of goods in whatever function that has
been approved by or on behalf of a national customs administration as complying with wco or equivalent supply chain security standards
custom ˈkʌstəm noun a usual or habitual practice typical mode of behaviour the long established habits or traditions of a society
collectively convention custom dictates good manners a practice which by long established usage has come to have the force of law such
practices collectively esp in the phrase custom and practice customs noun ˈkʌstəmz plural customs the government department that collects
taxes on goods bought and sold and on goods brought into the country and that checks what is brought in customs seized large quantities of
smuggled heroin a customs officer use a singular verb with customs in this meaning questions about grammar and vocabulary noun the handing
down from generation to generation of the same customs beliefs etc esp by word of mouth the body of customs thought practices etc belonging
to a particular country people family or institution over a relatively long period a specific custom or practice of long standing 1
intoxicating liquors a for alcoholic products with duty rates based on per litre of alcohol duties payable total quantity in litres x
customs and or excise duty rate x percentage of alcoholic strength company a imports 75 litres of stout with alcoholic strength of 5 when
noah webster s first edition of the american dictionary of the english language was published in april 1828 it held 70 000 words 12 000 of
which were making their first appearance in dictionary form webster s goals for the work were grand to furnish a standard of our vernacular
tongue which we shall not be ashamed to bequeath a duty is a tax levied by governments on imported and exported goods the calculation of
duties is dependent on the declared value of the commodities within the shipment duties are applied by u s customs at the time of initial
entry and vary depending on the classification code value country of manufacture and associated freight charges for



customs english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 31 2024 customs definition 1 the place at a port airport or border where travellers bags
are looked at to find out if any learn more
customs definition meaning dictionary com Feb 28 2024 customs definition duty on imports or exports see examples of customs used in a
sentence
customs noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jan 29 2024 definition of customs noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
customs meaning of customs in longman dictionary of Dec 28 2023 customs meaning definition what is customs the place where your bags are
checked fo learn more
custom definition meaning merriam webster Nov 26 2023 the meaning of custom is a usage or practice common to many or to a particular place
or class or habitual with an individual how to use custom in a sentence synonym discussion of custom
customs definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 26 2023 1 duty on imports or exports 2 the government department responsible
for the collection of these duties 3 the part of a port airport frontier station etc where baggage and freight are examined for dutiable
goods and contraband 4 the procedure for examining baggage and freight paying duty etc 5
custom definition in the cambridge english dictionary Sep 24 2023 of a product feature etc specially designed for a particular person or
purpose the tool allows researchers to easily create custom software for analyzing data and presenting the results visually you can create
and edit icons in standard and custom sizes see also
customs wordreference com dictionary of english Aug 24 2023 adj before a noun made specially for individual customers custom shoes dealing
in things so made or doing work to order a custom tailor
world customs organization Jul 23 2023 the purpose of the council s glossary is to set down in a single document definitions of certain
customs terms in order to establish a common customs terminology intended not only to facilitate the work of the council but also to assist
members and non members international organizations and trade circles to develop a uniform approach to the
custom noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 21 2023 countable uncountable an accepted way of behaving or of doing things in
a society or a community it s a local custom an ancient custom a burial marriage custom a tribal custom she grew up with chinese customs
and traditions according to custom according to custom one son inherited all the family property
custom definition in american english collins online dictionary May 21 2023 a custom is an activity a way of behaving or an event which is
usual or traditional in a particular society or in particular circumstances the custom of lighting the olympic flame goes back centuries
synonyms tradition practice convention ritual more synonyms of custom 2 singular noun
glossary of customs terms and abbreviations Apr 19 2023 agency the right given by an individual body or firm to another person or company
to act on its behalf agency appointments are normally given for a stated period of time or indefinitely by means of a written contract or
letter of intent
glossary of international customs terms Mar 19 2023 a terms glossary of international customs terms authorized economic operator aeo
opérateur economique agréé oea aeo is a party involved in the international movement of goods in whatever function that has been approved
by or on behalf of a national customs administration as complying with wco or equivalent supply chain security standards
custom definition meaning dictionary com Feb 15 2023 custom ˈkʌstəm noun a usual or habitual practice typical mode of behaviour the long
established habits or traditions of a society collectively convention custom dictates good manners a practice which by long established
usage has come to have the force of law such practices collectively esp in the phrase custom and practice
customs noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jan 17 2023 customs noun ˈkʌstəmz plural customs the government department that
collects taxes on goods bought and sold and on goods brought into the country and that checks what is brought in customs seized large
quantities of smuggled heroin a customs officer use a singular verb with customs in this meaning questions about grammar and vocabulary
tradition definition meaning dictionary com Dec 16 2022 noun the handing down from generation to generation of the same customs beliefs etc
esp by word of mouth the body of customs thought practices etc belonging to a particular country people family or institution over a



relatively long period a specific custom or practice of long standing
duties and dutiable goods customs Nov 14 2022 1 intoxicating liquors a for alcoholic products with duty rates based on per litre of alcohol
duties payable total quantity in litres x customs and or excise duty rate x percentage of alcoholic strength company a imports 75 litres of
stout with alcoholic strength of 5
webster s dictionary 1828 annotated jstor daily Oct 14 2022 when noah webster s first edition of the american dictionary of the english
language was published in april 1828 it held 70 000 words 12 000 of which were making their first appearance in dictionary form webster s
goals for the work were grand to furnish a standard of our vernacular tongue which we shall not be ashamed to bequeath
understanding duties and taxes discover dhl Sep 12 2022 a duty is a tax levied by governments on imported and exported goods the
calculation of duties is dependent on the declared value of the commodities within the shipment duties are applied by u s customs at the
time of initial entry and vary depending on the classification code value country of manufacture and associated freight charges for
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